The Halo Collection
Introducing the Halo Collection, an exceptional array
of round and fancy shape diamonds in exquisite halo settings. Sparkling
halos of delicate diamonds accentuate each unique center stone. Every
diamond has been hand selected based on its brilliance and quality. From
the classic round to the whimsical “east-west” emerald cut, each piece is
as versatile as the woman that wears it.
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Halo Select
Dancing with life and fire, Halo Select provides the perfect look at
multiple price points. Available in classic round brilliant or fashionable
cushion styles, each piece is finely crafted in 18K white, rose, or yellow
gold. Delicate Italian chains showcase the sliding pendants. For
earrings, elegant martini baskets ensure that our pieces
fit close and comfortably on the ear.
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Halo Select
Pendants available in single or double halo with round or cushion centers.
.20cttw, .50cttw, .70cttw, 1.00cttw, 1.20cttw
Earrings available in single or double halo with round or cushion centers.
.50cttw, .70cttw, 1.00cttw, 1.20cttw, 1.50cttw
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All items shown are available in a variety of metals, shapes, and center diamonds sizes.
GIA certified options available. Contact us for details and pricing.
Page 2: Stunning 3.33ct total weight F-G
SI1 GIA certified cushion cut diamonds
with single halo, mounted in 18K white
gold.

Halo Select earrings and pendants with
cushion diamonds in single and double
halos. Available in a variety of metals and
center sizes. GIA certified options available.

Page 3: Double halo pendant with pear
shape center in 18K rose gold, double halo
with round brilliant center in 18K white
gold, double halo with marquise center in
18K yellow gold.

Page 4: Round brilliant single and double
halo earrings and pendants. Items shown
are available in all metals and a variety of
center sizes.
Page 5: Exquisite GIA certified 2.45ctw
H SI2 pear shape center with single halo,
mounted in 18K white gold.

Halo Select earrings and pendants with
round brilliant diamonds in single and
double halos. Available in a variety of
metals and center sizes. GIA certified
options available.

Page 10-11: Single halo with heart shape
center, double halo with asscher cut
center, single halo with pear shape center,
cushion halo with round brilliant center,
single halo with asscher cut center, single
halo with round brilliant center, double
halo with cushion center.

Page 12: Delicate halo earrings in 18K gold.
Single halo with cushion centers, single
halo with round brilliant centers, single
halo with asscher cut centers.
Page 13: Mounted East/West for a twist on
the classic. Single halo with Oval center in
18K white gold Single halo with emerald
center mounted in 18K rose gold, single
halo with pear shape center mounted in
18K white gold.

